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Executive Summary

Dubai South, formerly known as Dubai World Central, is designed to the be the world’s largest aerotropolis. The community is an economic zone

that is centered around Al-Maktoum International Airport, which will cater to various business activities such as logistics, aviation, commercial and

humanitarian. Originally, launched in 2004, the project development deaccelerated in the wake of the 2008 financial crisis. In 2013 Dubai won the

bid to host the World Expo 2020 and Dubai South was chosen as the location for the expo site, reinvigorating the interest in the community.

A transactional activity analysis of off-plan sales in Dubai South reveals an exponential rise over the last couple of years. When comparing the first

seven months of 2017 against the full year of 2016, we can witness an increase of 285%. We opine that off-plan sales will continue to rise as the

community gears up for the World Expo 2020, and as developers increase their offerings in this area to cater to the latent demand inherent. A

dissection of the off-plan units since 2015 shows that one and two bedrooms accounted for more than 60% of total sales. This is unsurprising given

the fact that the pricing for these units have been in the more “affordable” category relative to the rest of the city.

A supply analysis of Dubai South reveals that since 2014 more than 6,000 units have been launched with more than another 28,000 units in

planning stages. It is estimated that the community when complete will be home to nearly a million residents. We expect the number of

developments offered to ratchet significantly higher in 2018 and 2019; counterintuitively, this is also expected to lead to an upward trajectory in

prices as developer demand exerts pressure on land prices, as well as attract developments that cater to more affluent categories.

A price analysis of the off-plan units reveals that majority of projects were launched at AED 800 psf level which is inline with the suburban average.

However, as the community develops into an urban center, we can expect prices to gravitate upwards towards the city-wide average. This leaves

investors with an attractive entry point to capitalize on the upswing in coming year.
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Dubai South’s Transactional Activity

“A city made for speed is made for success”

Le Corbusier



Dubai South Transactional Off-Plan Volume Surges 

Dubai South Off-Plan Transactions

The above graph reveals that transactional activity of off-plan units in Dubai South since 2015. Over the last couple of years, we have

witnessed an exponential growth in transactional activity. A comparison of 2016 against the first 7 months of 2017 reveals an increase of

more than 250%. We opine that off-plan sales will continue to rise as the community gears up for the World Expo 2020, and as

developers increase their offerings in this area to cater to the latent demand inherent.

Source: REIDIN
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One and Two Bedrooms Comprise of the Majority of Transactions

Transactional Activity by Unit Type (2015-2017)

An analysis of buying patterns in Dubai South reveals that one and two bedrooms account for the majority of off-plan sales (64%). This is

unsurprising given the fact that the pricing for these units have been in the more “affordable” category relative to the rest of the city. It is

encouraging to note that over a fifth (22%) of transactions conducted have been in the 3 bedroom segment, indicating a healthy level of

end user demand. We opine that this trend will continue.

Source: REIDIN
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Majority of Activity Remains below the 1 M Price Point

Transactional Activity by Price Point (2015-2017)

76% of the overall transactions conducted in this area have been below the AED 1 million mark, indicating that developers have been

able to cater to this “sweet spot” of investor demand. Even as transactions above AED 1 million have increased steadily throughout 2016

and 2017, the overwhelming profile of demand has been in the “affordable segment”.

Source: REIDN
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A Supply Analysis of Dubai South

“The shapes and fates of cities have always been defined by transportation. Today, 
this means air travel”

John D Kasarda



Dubai South Supply and Launches

Number of Units Launched (2014-2017)

Dubai South in its full development is expected to provide housing for approximately a million residents. Till date a total of 6,160 units

have been launched with another 28,000 units in its planning stages. We can expect this number to drastically increase over the next

decade as the community turns into one of the busiest business hubs in the region. We expect the number of developments offered to

ratchet significantly higher in 2018 and 2019; counterintuitively, this is also expected to lead to an upward trajectory in prices as

developer demand exerts pressure on land prices, as well as attract developments that cater to more affluent categories.

Source: REIDIN
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Dubai South Prices: Suburban vs Urban

“Dubai will never settle for anything less than first place.”

Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum



Dubai South Off-Plan Pricing inline with Urban Benchmark

Dubai South Off-Plan Launch Prices (2014-2017)

The above graph illustrates the launch prices of the off-plan projects since 2014. As seen above, the majority of the projects are inline

with the average suburban pricing; 800 psf level. However, Dubai South is designed to be an urban community with various businesses

operations. These launch prices are an attractive entry point for investors who would like capitalize on future gains as the community

gravitates towards urban prices.

Source: REIDIN & Unitas
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Conclusions

Dubai South’s Transactional Activity A Supply Analysis of Dubai South

In Dubai South till date a 

total of 6,160 units have been 

launched with another 

28,000 units in its planning 

stages.

Dubai South Prices: Suburban vs Urban Conclusions

76% of the overall 

transactions conducted in this 

area have been below the 

AED 1 million mark, indicating 

that developers have been 

able to cater to this “sweet 

spot” of investor demand

Over the last couple of years, we have witnessed an exponential

growth in transactional activity. A comparison of 2016 against the

first 7 months of 2017 reveals an increase of more than 250%.

An analysis of buying patterns in Dubai South reveals that one

and two bedrooms account for the majority of off-plan sales

(64%).

76% of the overall transactions conducted in this area have been

below the AED 1 million mark, indicating that developers have

been able to cater to this “sweet spot” of investor demand.

Given the level of development that is envisaged in Dubai South, it is of

considerable surprise that prices are trading at ”suburban” levels. We

expect that as the community develops, this will be arbitraged away in

the run up to the World Expo 2020. Similar to the development of other

freehold communities, prices are expected to move steadily higher as

investors start to discern value in this area.

Whilst currently the area is being mostly observed as a repository for

affordable housing, we expect the price points to change as

infrastructure work accelerate and an increasing number of developers

cater to this segment.

Dubai South in its full development is expected to provide housing for

approximately a million residents. Till date a total of 6,160 units have

been launched with another 28,000 units in its planning stages.

We expect the number of developments offered to ratchet

significantly higher in 2018 and 2019; counterintuitively, this is also

expected to lead to an upward trajectory in prices as developer

demand exerts pressure on land prices, as well as attract

developments that cater to more affluent categories.

The majority of the projects launched in Dubai South are inline

with the average suburban pricing; 800 psf level. However,

Dubai South is designed to be an urban community with

various businesses operations.

These launch prices are an attractive entry point for investors

who would like capitalize on future gains as the community

gravitates towards urban prices.
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Our Aspiration and Motto

“No barrier can withstand the strength of purpose”
HH General Sheikh Mohammed Bin Rashid Al Maktoum

The Ruler of Dubai and Prime Minister of UAE
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